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T1V Announces Expanded Remote Capabilities for ViewHub 
BYOD Wireless Presentation Solution; Introduces New Pricing 
 
AirConnect Access™ gives ViewHub™ users the ability to connect, view, share, and virtually 
point at content whether in-room or working as a remote participant or team.  
 
T1V announces a new set of features for its ViewHub BYOD (bring your own device) wireless 
presentation solution, making collaboration in-room and amongst global teams easier than ever. ViewHub 
allows participants to wirelessly broadcast content from their device screen to the shared ViewHub 
display. ViewHub is a wireless presentation tool designed for presenting and collaborating on digital 
content shared from mobile devices like laptops, tablets, or smartphones. ViewHub is offered at an all 
new price point competitive with other wireless presentation products that do not offer remote capabilities.  
 
Unlike most wireless presentation systems on the market, ViewHub delivers a more robust experience for 
remote participants - making ViewHub a best-in-class collaboration tool for teams who support colleagues 
across different locations. Remote participants can view the ViewHub session and share their device 
screens to the ViewHub session from any network in the world. This is all done using T1V’s AirConnect 
application, which is free to download for all users and supports Apple macOS, iOS, Windows, Android, 
and Linux devices.  
 
“Everything we do at T1V is ‘Built for BYOD™’ - and ViewHub is a perfect example of that effort. We’ve 
made a very conscious decision to support all the different devices and platforms that people use today - 
we like to consider ourselves completely agnostic in that sense…” says Jim Morris, T1V CTO. He 
continues,  …”this enables anyone using our collaboration platform to use the devices they are already 
familiar with - meaning more efficient meetings with quick start times, and zero to little training required.”  
 
AirConnect Access provides remote participants the same ViewHub experience they would have in room, 
allowing remote participants to view, share, and virtually point at the ViewHub interface. This is 
particularly useful for remote participants who, when all on a conference call discussing a shared piece of 
content, can now view the shared ViewHub content, share their own content, and virtually point to their 
talking area to help team members follow the conversation. AirConnect is the only solution on the market 
that allows all Apple macOS, iOS, Windows, and Android platforms to mirror their screen when 
connecting remotely. 
 
“We’re excited to introduce ViewHub at an all-new price point that will allow education and enterprise 
customers to scale their visual collaboration offerings considerably…”, says Adam Loritsch, T1V Vice 
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President of Sales and Marketing. He continues, “...our range of solutions offers a single experience to all 
of our customers, so it’s easy to get started with ViewHub and upgrade to a more interactive solution, like 
ThinkHub, while still providing that single, intuitive experience to the end user…”  
 
For details on new ViewHub pricing, please contact T1V at sales@t1v.com, or visit t1v.com/ViewHub for 
more information on ViewHub features and benefits.  
 
About T1V 

T1V is a visual collaboration software company specializing in multitouch, multiuser applications for 
enterprise, education, and active learning. The company’s collaboration software features BYOD (bring 
your own device) technology, designed to support the many devices, programs and platforms of today’s 
workforce. 

T1V’s suite of collaboration software represents total meeting room solutions that are replacing much of 
the hardware we equate meeting room technology with today. 

To learn more, visit t1v.com 
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